Snap-in quarter turn for quick assembly without tools

The quarter turn for quick assembly can be snapped-in within a few seconds in 2 steps. The safety cap encapsulates the system on the back.

Product features at a glance:

- 2-part pre-assembled insert part - alternatively of polyamide and/or zinc
- 20 different inserts available
- Housing with integrated cam of glass fibre reinforced polyamide
- Cranked cam in three dimensions available (other sizes on request)
- The optional safety cap ensures the insulation at an insert made of zinc
- Quick snap-in assembly without tools saves up to 80% assembly time
- Self-sealing construction for highest protection requirements (IP 69K)
- Can be used for door thicknesses of 1.0 mm to 3.0 mm (including surface coating)
- Standard EMKA cut-out □ 20.1 rounded up to 22.5, Program 1000
- Patented
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